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Extremely triggered by these well wishers advising Muslim women to not post

pictures online, take care to hide addresses etc. what if somebody clicks u while

walking on the road? What makes u think you can hide your address? Why can’t

somebody click photos of you while you are +

Addressing a gathering? You can be clicked while speaking at a conference? While shopping at your local grocery shop?

Should v then stop pursuing our careers? Stop shopping? Stop going out? Erase ourselves from public ? Erase our

existence and our voices ?

I was shocked to c all the photos of me when I came out of jail. Especially the ones I had not posted anywhere on social

media! Some photos were cropped from my interview videos. Hina Bashir Beg who I met in Tihar told me that she was

shocked to c photos of herself splashed all +

Over news & social media. She is a pardanasheen. Never posted pictures of her online. The photo that was splashed all

over was from her passport! One photo is all it takes. And these are just some of the cases. The list is endless. We know

that these cyber attacks are state

Sponsored. What makes you think that it is difficult for the State to get all your information? And erasing yourself from social

media is the solution?

Shifting the blame on women and literally saying that u r responsible for the violence against u makes u complicit in that +

It also shows that u wudnt hesitate to do this to other women because u normalise things like these done to women who

have posted their pics online. Let it be clear, we do not want your concern. We do not need to be schooled. We want u to

stand against such acts only because +

They are vicious, dangerous, shameful and need to be punished. Not because the honor of a community I.e Muslims is hurt.

Not because your izzat is in jeopardy. We are angry because we are being violated, dehumanised, abused & objectified

because of our religion & gender. +

If u r really concerned, stand with us. Do not try to shift the blame on us. It emboldens those who commit such crimes

against us. Instead of criminalising our actions, rage against the criminals who r violating our bodies & spaces, unequivocally

& unconditionally. Or sit down.
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